The subtleties of human perception, as measured by vision scientists through the use of psychophysics, are important clues to the internal workings of visual recognition. For instance, measured reaction time can indicate whether a visual stimulus is easy for a subject to recognize, or whether it is hard. In this paper, we consider how to incorporate psychophysical measurements of visual perception into the loss function of a deep neural network being trained for a recognition task, under the assumption that such information can enforce consistency with human behavior. As a case study to assess the viability of this approach, we look at the problem of handwritten document transcription. While good progress has been made towards automatically transcribing modern handwriting, significant challenges remain in transcribing historical documents. Here we work towards a comprehensive transcription solution for Medieval manuscripts that combines networks trained using our novel loss formulation with natural language processing elements. In a baseline assessment, reliable performance is demonstrated for the standard IAM and RIMES datasets. Further, we go on to show feasibility for our approach on a previously published dataset and a new dataset of digitized Latin manuscripts, originally produced by scribes in the Cloister of St. Gall around the middle of the 9th century.
Introduction
In archives scattered around the globe, old manuscripts can be found piled up to the ceiling and spread out as far as the eye can see. The amount of writing produced on physical media since antiquity is staggering, and very little of it has been digitized and transcribed into plain text for researchers to study using modern data mining tools [54] . Work in the digital humanities has sought to L(x i , l i , i , z i ) Figure 1 . An underappreciated, yet valuable, source of information for machine learning is the behavior associated with visual perception. This is especially true of problems like transcribing historical documents, where expertise changes the quality of collected data for supervised learning. This paper introduces a novel loss formulation for deep learning that incorporates measurements of human vision, as well as a new end-to-end processing pipeline for handwritten document transcription. address this problem by deploying everything from offthe-shelf optical character recognition (OCR) tools [14] , to state-of-the-art convolutional neural network-based transcription pipelines [25] . However, such work has been underpinned by the long-standing, yet incorrect, belief that computer vision has solved handwritten document transcription [56, 53] The open nature of this problem, coupled with a difficult data domain that has largely remained the realm of specialist scholars, makes it a fascinating case study for testing the capabilities of artificial intelligence.
For historical documents, work is ongoing in computer vision [57, 51, 56] and natural language processing [10, 11, 49] to produce a method that operates with little human intervention. However, to solve this problem, it helps to take a closer look at the behavior of reading. In this paper we seek out a fresh perspective by addressing three understudied aspects of the problem related to the way humans perceive handwritten documents: (1) the need in some cases to collect annotations for supervised learning from experts, (2) a loss formulation that makes use of patterns of error from the human observation of text, and (3) a recognition pipeline which combines deep learning-based character recognition with natural language processing elements that model the statistics of character-and word-level sequences.
The conventional wisdom in machine learning says that to improve performance on a task, more data should be collected. However, when it comes to document analysis tasks that require some form of expertise to produce supervised labels, it is not possible to turn to average workers on Amazon's Mechanical Turk service to annotate a dataset. For example, if the task is to transcribe a parchment manuscript written in Latin, one will observe a large difference in behavior between the novice and experienced reader, with the novice producing an unreliable transcription. Researchers within the digital humanities have been struggling with the problem of a lower annotation yield for years [19] . In this work, we explore a new data annotation regime that allows us to collect more information from fewer annotators. The key is in the data we collect: samples with more information-rich annotations.
Turning to the study of perception, annotations that are not basic labels, but instead measurements of the internal processes of the human visual system, have been shown to be effective for improving supervised machine learning [47, 28] . The strategy relies on modeling the patterns of error in human observation through the use of visual psychophysics, a set of methods and procedures from psychology that are used to study the relationships between physical stimuli and mental phenomena. For instance, the amount of time it takes a subject to recognize a handwritten character is correlated with the quality of the handwriting under scrutiny. Including this information into the training regime of a machine learning algorithm gives the resulting model some notion of what is difficult, and what is easy. This is critical for problems that contain samples of varying degrees of difficulty. Previous work has looked at conditioning classifiers on psychophysical data [47, 28] , but has not considered using such information for representation learning. Here we introduce a loss formulation for deep networks that enforces consistency with human behavior based on perceptual measurements.
Importantly, we integrate the above pieces into a complete pipeline for handwritten document transcription, with the goal of building a useful tool that can generalize to new documents, given appropriate training data. Prior approaches have focused on individual aspects of the problem (e.g., image restoration [17] , character segmentation [25] , word recognition [41] , data augmentation [55] , language modeling [58] ), but lack a more comprehensive embodiment of the process of reading. Here we look at this problem more holistically, from character segmentation to a probabilistic model of language. With respect to the vision component, we introduce a new neural network architecture that makes use of U-Net [45] for higher-quality character-level segmentation, and is trained using the proposed psychophysics-based loss. A separate neural language model is trained to match the source language of the documents being considered. It takes the output of the vision network and makes corrections based on a learned probability distribution of character-or word-level sequences. For historical documents, a challenge exists in training language models under circumstances where an incomplete knowledge of the lexicon is always present (e.g., a complete dictionary of Medieval Latin has never been compiled). In spite of this, we show that it is still possible improve the performance of an imperfect vision system.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:
• An open source software platform for collecting crowdsourced psychophysical and conventional annotations for historical documents, designed with the humanities scholar in mind.
• A novel loss formulation incorporating measurements of human vision into the training process of a CNN.
• A new architecture called URNN for handwritten document transcription that improves internal segmentation accuracy.
• A new collection of data for transcription evaluation including psychophysical annotations for partitions of the IAM [39] and St. Gall [26] datasets, as well as a new dataset of open access Medieval Latin manuscript images and annotations.
• A comprehensive experimental analysis yielding competitive results on the standard IAM and RIMES [8] datasets, as well as two Latin manuscript sets.
Prior Work
Recent Advances in Handwritten Document Transcription. The most important recent advances in handwritten document transcription are based on deep learning or probabilistic generative models. Poznanski and Wolf [41] introduced a feed-forward CNN that estimates the lexical attributes (i.e., n-gram features) of a word for transcription purposes. Doetsch et al. [20] and Bluche et al. [13] explored recurrent approaches for sequence processing by using Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) in different input and architectural configurations. Some of the very best results on historical documents [46, 55] have been achieved using the Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) architecture of Shi et al. [48] as a basis. The CRNN is able to support image-based sequence recognition in an end-to-end trainable fashion. We will use CRNN as the main frame of reference for which to compare our proposed method. With respect to generative models, Berg-Kirkpatrick proposed jointly modeling the text of the document and the noisy process of rendering glyphs in an unsupervised manner [10, 11] . The open source package Ocular [9] is an embodiment of this work, which we also compare against in our experiments. Two popular off-theshelf OCR packages are Tesseract [50] and OCRopus [15] , which we use as additional baselines.
Computer Vision for Manuscript Studies. Images of Medieval manuscripts provide a unique challenge for computer vision algorithms, given the prevalence of poor sample quality, inconsistent handwriting, and often incomplete knowledge about the language at hand. Work on this problem is highly interdisciplinary, where the end goal is to provide a useful tool to scholars in the humanities. Thus engineering work has gone into creating end-to-end processing pipelines that are accessible to paleographers [57, 25, 7, 52] . Early work in computer vision for manuscript studies articulated the problem as one of sequence processing over lines from the images, where approaches like HMMs apply if trained on the target language [24, 18, 23, 26] . Secondary problems in data quality were noted, and various approaches to fix them have been proposed [16, 17, 37] .
As in automated transcription for modern texts, neural network-based approaches are now routinely deployed for manuscript analysis. Fischer et al. [27] demonstrated the effectiveness of a Bidirectional LSTM in transcribing a 13th century manuscript written in Middle High German. Firmani et al. [25] show over a corpus of manuscripts from the Vatican Secret Archives that if character segmentation is accurate, a CNN can be used to classify characters with high accuracy. Related work was undertaken to classify Medieval handwriting for archival cataloguing [51] . Despite this progress, error rates remain stubbornly high, thus leaving humans in the loop to make corrections.
Visual Psychophysics for Computer Vision. There is a growing body of work incorporating elements of behavioral experiments from psychology into computer vision evaluation regimes and algorithms. To date, there has been far more emphasis on the former, with primate vs. machine comparisons being of most interest. Work in this direction has looked at the sensitivity of different visual systems to the local statistics of natural images [31] , the behavioral consistency of deep networks to human vision [21] , and human vs. non-human primate vs. deep network object recognition performance [30, 42] . Psychophysics-inspired evaluation frameworks targeting just computer vision models have been proposed for object recognition [43] and face recognition [44] . Most closely related to the work in this paper is that of Scheirer et al. [47] , where a loss function that applies penalties based on psychophysical annotations attached to individual samples during classifier training is used to improve classification accuracy. Those annotations were collected via TestMyBrain.org, a popular crowdsourcing site for psyschophysics experiments [32] . In this work, we extend the strategy of Scheirer et al. to representation learning by introducing a loss formulation for deep networks that makes use of psychophysical annotations.
A Handwritten Document Transcription Pipeline Inspired by Human Readers
Our proposed approach for handwritten document transcription is an end-to-end pipeline composed of a set of distinct modules for computer vision and natural language processing. We begin with a data collection process incorporating expert readers making use of a custom psychophysical data collection tool. This provides the data to train a CNN-based segmentation model, conditioned by a loss formulation that takes into account measurements of human vision. The output of the segmentation model goes to a recurrent network for text extraction. This is followed by the application of a neural language model that makes corrections to errorful text. An overview of the network structure of the pipeline is shown in Fig. 2 . We explain each of these modules in detail below 1 . Psychophysical Data Collection. While there are thousands of high-quality images of manuscripts available on the Internet, very few of these documents have been annotated for OCR tasks. Even more problematically, the documents that do have annotations are often altered by the scholars transcribing them to expand abbreviations, correct spelling errors, and other abnormalities in the text. To counteract this problem we developed a web-based tool to leverage expert reading behavior that not only produces groundtruth data, but also collects psychophysical measurements of the process of reading. The tool is based on a version of the Image Citation Tool from the Homer Multitext Project [12] , which provides a familiar interface to nontechnical annotators working on digital data curation for historical documents. See Sec. 1 of the Supp. Mat. for a detailed description of the tool.
The tool provides functionality for annotating the ground-truth labels l for the characters in an image x, registering plaintext to images, and identifying individual lines and words. Importantly, it also measures the difficulty of reading each character by measuring the reaction time of the annotator for the task of recognizing individual characters. Thus each image has an associated measured reaction time r. This form of psyschophysical measurement is inspired by the work of Scheirer et al. [47] , which showed that reaction time can be used in conjunction with a loss function for classifier training. The annotations l and r are used as input to the loss formulation described below.
Psychophysical Loss Function. In order to make use of the psychophysical data collected with the data collection platform, we designed a new loss function that is a variation of the commonly used Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss function originally introduced by Graves et al. [33] . CTC loss is the negative logarithm of the probability of the ground-truth given a predicted text sequence. After calculating this loss for a specific training image, our method adds a penalty based on the time it took a human reader to process that image scaled to the character error rate of the output.
Assume we have a training data set X = {x i , l i , i , z i }, where x i is the training image, l i is the associated ground 1 All code and data will be released after publication. Text which is more difficult to read tend to take longer to process. Therefore the psychophysical penalty is higher on examples that took less time for the human reader to read, and lower on examples that took a longer period of time.
truth label sequence, i is the associated character error rate, and z i is an associated psychophysical penalty. The objective when using CTC loss is to minimize the negative loglikelihood of the conditional probability of the ground-truth:
where y i is the sequence produced by the recurrent and convolutional layers of a network when processing x i . To reformulate the above loss to incorporate the psychophysical measurements, we must first calculate a psychophysical penalty for each image that matches our assumptions about visual perception and reading (Fig. 3) . Assume that we have a set R = {r 1 , . . . , r n } of sorted reaction time measurements (the time that each image took to be typed out by a human) from an experiment. The maximum value of that set is m = max(R). Also assume that images with a short measured reaction (in ms.) time are easy for a human observer to recognize characters in, and images with a long measured reaction time are more difficult. To calculate a psychophysical penalty z i consistent with this, a measured reaction time r i is simply subtracted from m:
A loss function conditioned on the psychophysical measurements should have the effect of pushing the training in a direction that will perform better on examples that are more easily readable for humans, and therefore should make the model's performance more human-like. It should also preserve the penalties for incorrect predicted text sequences. Thus we combine the CTC loss with an additional loss term derived from the psychophysical measurements and the character error rate associated with an image:
Handwritten Document Transcription Network Architecture. We introduce a modified version of the CRNN architecture of Shi et al. [48] , which we call URNN. The convolutional layers take the input of an image and extract features from it. The extracted dense features are then flattened into sequential input, where the length of the sequence equals the width of the input image. Recurrent layers use this sequential input to generate character sequence outputs.
The ability of a CNN to capture high-level features as an invariant image representation has been demonstrated by numerous architectures proposed for various computer vision tasks [35] . However, the invariant features can be a drawback for OCR problems as the model is forced to omit some information. For example, in a CRNN model, the input image is of size 32 × 132. After 4 layers of convolution with maxpooling using a stride greater than one, the input to the RNN portion of the network would be a sequence of features of length 34. When the width of the image shrinks from 132 to 34, much information is lost. Maintaining as much width-wise information as possible is of particular importance for the transcription of historical documents because there exist subtle, yet significant, marks across multiple characters representing special meaning.
To address this problem, we can take inspiration from methods that require a pixel-level labeling as a final result. Among those methods, U-Net [45] achieves state-of-the-art performance. Although originally designed for biomedical image segmentation, U-Net performs well when classifying handwritten text because it has skip connections that reintroduce lost detail. Therefore our proposed architecture takes the class identifications from U-Net and passes them into a Bidirectional LSTM layer, which then converts the predictions into plaintext output. These modules of the pipeline are shown in the middle panel of Fig. 2 , and form the proposed URNN architecture.
All input images need to be re-sized to the same height as the first step. We use a standard U-Net with 4 convolutional layers and 4 up-convolutional layers as a multi-classifier. The output classes of U-Net are set to the number of character classes in the target dataset. Then another convolutional layer is used to transfer U-Net output into dense features of size [n, 1, w], where w is the width of the image and n can be defined as any number. In this way, every column of pixels in the original image is represented by an n-dimensional feature vector. We then pass this sequential feature map into a 2-layer Bidirectional LSTM network to extract text. The URNN network can be trained with or without the psychophysical loss function. The output texts from the LSTM layers tend to contain errors (see Table 1 ). To address this, we add a language model with an encoder-decoder structure as a post correction module in the pipeline.
Language Model for Text Correction. Although the raw prediction coming out of the recurrent model already achieves a low character error rate, it can be further improved from the perspective of natural language processing. If we consider the problem as spelling correction, then the input to a language model is a sequence of characters containing errors, and the output is ideally a sequence of characters consisting of correctly spelled words. As an aid to the OCR pipeline, a sequence to sequence model is used to solve the problem. We made use of the model described by Luong et al. [38] , which is a simple encoder-decoder architecture with a general attention mechanism. To train a robust language model that can capture the synthetic meaning of words, it is necessary to use a large corpus rather than just the corpus of target handwritten documents. Thus we use a data augmentation strategy for pre-training the language model, which is then integrated into the transcription pipeline in order to fine-tune it to learn the typical error patterns associated with the URNN network.
Language Model Design. The granularity of the language model is at the character level because the input contains errors such as splitting one word into multiple words (e.g., 'superimposition' predicted as 'superimposs fion') or connecting multiple words into one (e.g., 'the original' predicted as 'theoriginal'), as shown in Table 1 . A word level language model cannot correct such errors. With this constraint, an embedding layer will learn the embeddings for every character defined in the character set, and it is shared by the encoder and decoder. In this paper, we use a stack of 4-layer recurrent networks with LSTM memory units.
Pre-training Strategy. Assume the input character sequence to a language model is X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m ], x i ∈ C where C is the valid character set, and the output sequence Y is an empty sequence at the beginning of pre-training. We iterate through all the positions (1 to m) of the input sequence and generate the output sequence along the way. At the i-th position of the input sequence, it is decided whether that character (x i ) will be modified by generating a random number and comparing it with a pre-defined threshold T . According to Zipf's law [60] , given any natural language corpus, there is a long tail of less frequent words in the vocabulary. For example, in the English language corpus we collected, more than 80% of the words in the vocabulary appeared fewer than 7 times, while the most frequent words occurred hundreds, and sometimes even thousands, of times. Therefore we intentionally assign a higher probability to the i-th position to introduce spelling errors when x i belongs to a less frequent word. In this way, we force the language model to learn low-frequency words.
We augmented the input sequences by introducing four types of errors that cover most of the errors observed in the After iterating through all characters in the input sequence X, an output sequence containing spelling errors Y = [y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n ] is created. Note that the sequence lengths m and n can be different. For every epoch during pre-training, we regenerate misspelled text lines using the above strategy for every input sequence.
Fine-tuning with URNN Training. The language model gains a measure of understanding of the relationship between characters and words through pre-training. To force it to focus on the patterns of errors from the URNN, we attach it to the end of the URNN and feed it with the URNN output for fine-tuning. During fine-tuning, the embedding layer of the language model is fixed, and it only accepts input strings that have a character error rate (CER) less than a certain value E. This is because during the initial epochs of training, the prediction of the URNN model can consist of random characters. Training a pre-trained model with lowquality inputs will adversely affect the optimization, thus we avoid them. Based on empirical observation, we set E to 0.45 because text lines with a CER around 0.45 start to exhibit semantic meaning for our English and Latin datasets.
Experiments
Here we consider three standard databases: IAM [39] for English, RIMES [8] for French, and St. Gall [26] for Medieval Latin. We also created a new set of open access Latin language documents with an evaluation protocol that is more representative of the transcription task of interest to researchers in the humanities. To annotate these datasets, we assembled a team of eleven expert scholars from different academic disciplines, including eight Latinists.
With respect to the modern language data used for baseline analysis, the IAM database contains 13, 353 images of handwritten lines of text created by 657 writers. The texts those writers transcribed are from the LancasterOslo/Bergen Corpus of British English [36] . The dataset has been split into one training set (6, 161 lines), two validation sets (∼900 lines each), and one test set (1, 861 lines). We used the second validation set as an additional test set, which increases the dataset's difficulty. We collected psychophysical annotations for ∼21% of the training set (1, 291 lines). This data was collected from four annotators, all of whom are fluent English readers. The RIMES database consists of images of lines of text from letters composed by volunteers. It contains more than 1, 300 individ- With respect to the challenging historical documents, the St. Gall database is a collection of handwritten Latin from the 9th century in the Carolingian minuscule script. It consists of documents from the Abbey Library of St. Gall. The dataset was collected for the purpose of automated text registration (i.e., aligning a human-generated text with a scanned document), but we have chosen to use it for text transcription. There are 1, 410 images of lines of text in the dataset, which are split into one training set (468 lines), one validation set (235 lines) and one test set (707 lines). Two types of images exist: manually processed images for evaluation that have been corrected for skew, cropped and binarized, and the original color images for reference (Fig. 4) . While the binarized images are easier to process, they are unrealistically clean. Moreover, in practice, we do not have the luxury of being able to perform extensive manual preprocessing. Thus we use the original color images for our experiments assessing automatic transcription.
Additionally, we transcribed portions of another Latin manuscript, which is also from the Abbey Library of St. Gall [1] . This was done to provide ground-truth with better fidelity than what is available in the original St. Gall dataset. The original ground-truth corrected spelling, expanded abbreviations, and recombined line brakes. Our dataset was transcribed specifically for the purpose of performing OCR on Latin manuscripts, and therefore contains literal transcriptions, even going as far as preserving special characters. This dataset adds an additional 505 lines (ten pages) to the Latin training set, 31 lines (one page) to the validation set, and 16 lines (one page) to the test set. Annotations (transcriptions and psychophysical annotations) were collected from the eight expert Latinists. It took one year to annotate this set, which highlights the difficulty of collecting training data when specialist knowledge is required.
Measurable Effects of the Psychophysical Loss and Language Model. Our first experiment was designed to verify the effect of incorporating psychophysical measureInput URNN comporing the farlure of a qubsidiged dukle domins ad memoriem illius dedarauit LM composing the failure of a subsidized duke dominus ad memoriam illius dedarauit GT comparing the failure of a subsidized duke dominus ad memoriam illius declaravit Input URNN a grey superimposs fion of sesectsia lity over et missis post virum dei legatis eium ad venire devuote rogaret LM a grey superimposition of sessentiality over et missis post virum dei legatis eius advenire devote rogaret GT a grey superimposition of respectability over et missis post virum dei legatis eum advenire devote rogaret Input URNN theoriginal colocer of Sis ocern nalasal vowels , largiatiur nossimilitudehnem auri faciemus non habemus aurum LM the original coloner of his occern natural vowels , largiatur nos similitudinem auri faciemus non habemus aurum GT the original colour of his own natural vowels , largiatur nos similitudinem auri faciemus non habemus aurum Table 2 . The mean percentage of improvement in CER and WER when incorporating the psychophysical loss function described in Sec. 3 into the training objective of CRNN and our proposed URNN architecture. These results are for three partions of the IAM dataset [39] . Infusing some notion of training sample difficulty into the learning process improves performance in all cases. ments into neural network training. Using the IAM dataset, we trained three models each for CRNN and URNN, both with and without using the psychophysical loss function. We used an input image height of 64 pixels, recurrent layer lengths of 1024 and 512 for the CRNN and URNN respectively, and a batch size of 4. When the psychophysical loss function was used, 21% of the training samples had associated penalties z i > 0. The learning rate was set to 0.01, and Zeiler's Adadelta optimizer [59] and the grid warp data augmentation technique [55] were used for training. All models were trained until 80 epochs passed without increasing validation accuracy. A reliable improvement was observed when using the new loss function for both networks. Table 2 shows the mean percentage improvement in CER and Word Error Rate (WER) that was achieved on each dataset partition. Accuracy statistics for the models trained with psychophysical loss can be found in Table 4 , and results for training with different proportions of psychophysical annotations are in Sec. 3 of the Supp. Mat. In terms of the practical impact of this loss function, an average of 598 character errors and 295 word errors were eliminated when using URNN across the unseen second validation set and test set.
The second experiment was designed to verify the effect of incorporating the language model stage into the transcription pipeline. We pre-trained the language model using the texts in the IAM database along with 110, 000 additional lines of text extracted from Project Gutenberg [4] , the Brown Corpus [29] , and English News [22] . The embedding layer contains 512 units and both the Encoder and Decoder have 4 layers of 512 LSTM units. We trained three models each for CRNN and URNN under the same conditions as the previous experiment, and report mean percentage improvement in CER and WER in Table 3 . For both CRNN and URNN, between 20% and 28% improvement in WER is achieved compared to the original model. For the test set, it corrected 1, 240 words for CRNN and 841 words for URNN, both trained with the psychophysical loss. Such improvement in the quality of transcription outputs can significantly help readers, as the samples in Table 1 highlight. However, there is a small decrease in CER, which is due to some aggressive over-correction by the language model. For example, the expansion of a misspelled word into a longer, yet still incorrect, word will increase the CER. However, in light of the benefits achieved at the word level, this does not place a significant burden on the reader.
Comparison of Algorithms Across Datasets. Off-theshelf tools have serious problems when applied to the task of handwritten document transcription. In some cases, this is because they have been designed for operation over modern print text. In other cases, the assumptions that underpin the image processing and computer vision elements of the software are specific to a particular type of text, and do not generalize to other data domains [53] . Further, all of the tools we tried required extensive hand-tuning with respect to image pre-processing and free parameters of the algorithms. At the time of this writing, a truly "plug-andplay" solution for handwritten document transcription does not exist as a software package.
We performed a comparison between CRNN, URNN, Ocular [10] , OCRopus [15] , and Tesseract [50] Table 3 . The mean percentage improvement in CER and WER after adding language model correction to CRNN and URNN, trained with and without the psychophysical loss function. These results are for the IAM dataset [39] . A large degree of improvement in WER is achieved in all cases, while CER is mildly impacted in a negative way. This is due to the occasional over-correction at the character level.
Ocular [10] OCRopus [15] Tesseract [50] CRNN [48] and Latin manuscript datasets. Tesseract is the most common choice for an OCR engine for general purpose transcription tasks. For our experiments, we used the best quality pre-trained models from the tessdata best repository [5] for English, French, and Latin. Ocular is a probabilistic generative model designed to solve the historical document transcription task in an unsupervised manner. For Ocular, the original partitions for training, validation and testing were used for the IAM and RIMES datasets. In the case of St. Gall, 1/3 of the images were used for training Ocular and rest were used for testing. OCRopus is an integrated framework for OCR designed to digitize scanned images of books. The project started with Tesseract as its back-end OCR engine, but later changed to incorporate a neural network model. To train OCRopus, we follow the same data breakdown as was used with Ocular. Table 4 reports CER and WER for all configurations tested. On average, Tesseract outperforms the other two off-the-shelf baseline methods. However, there is still a tremendous performance gap between the baseline methods and our proposed framework. The URNN trained with the psychophysical loss function is the best approach overall.
Given the available Latin data, we provide baseline CRNN and URNN results without the psychophysical loss function for St. Gall, and with it for the combined set of all Latin data. We performed these experiments in a manner similar to those with IAM, except that we reduced the input image height to 32, reduced the number of reccurrent layers to 512 for both networks, and increased the stopping point to 300 epochs without an improvement over the validation set. Beyond the texts provided by the datasets, the language model pre-trained for Latin incorporates extra Latin texts from the Perseus Digital Library [3] , The Latin Library [2] , and the Tesseare Project [6] (110, 000 lines in total). The units in the embedding layer increase from 512 to 1024 as the Latin language has more morphological changes than English. Example Latin transcriptions are in Table 1 .
Discussion
The motivation for this work has been the general need for a useful handwritten document transcription tool for the user who is not familiar with computer vision, but may be an expert in another field looking at challenging or unusual images. What did we do better than previous approaches to get closer to fulfilling this need? First, we demonstrated that by modeling the expert reader through the use of visual psychophysics, we were able to make the training regime of the character recognition network more consistent with reader behavior. This improved the accuracy of the transcriptions in operation. Second, we integrated a more accurate segmentation network into the process, thus better capturing the fine structure of certain characters -again improving transcription accuracy. And third, we added NLP functionality to the transcription pipeline that takes into account limitations of available training data for certain languages.
Even with these advances, there is still a ways to go in the development of an off-the-shelf tool like Tesseract for this problem. Subtle shifts in orthographic conventions within a language create ambiguity for current segmentation models. An alternative approach is to make pixel-level annotations available at training time, similar to segmentation in medical imaging applications [34] . This might provide more information from which to disambiguate characters. There is also a need to handle the abbreviations that are common in Latin manuscripts -paleographers expand these to the original word when producing transcriptions. For example, in Fig. 1 , the abbreviation dnt. should be expanded to the word dicunt. A language model that can do this automatically is needed. Once the transcription process is reliable, the overall pipeline can integrate machine translation to make texts accessible to a broad audience. And a step beyond translation is Distant Reading [40] , where statistical methods are deployed to identify sweeping patterns across large collections of texts. Quite to the contrary of common belief, there is still significant and challenging work to be done on handwritten documents.
